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Introduction: Mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (MTLE) is usually associated with hippocampal 

sclerosis (HS). However, a minor part may present with no abnormalities in the magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) examination. Nearly 70% of MTLE with HS are resistant to anti-epileptic drugs 

(AED-R). Glial and inflammatory alterations are possible mechanisms of pharmacoresistance in 

MTLE [1]. Proton-magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H-MRS) is a non-invasive, in vivo technique 

to quantify several metabolites, including n-acetylaspartate (NAA, a neuron marker), myo-inositol 

(mIns, a gliosis marker) and glutamate (Glx, the main excitatory neurotransmitter, often implicated 

in epileptogenesis and excitoxicity), which reflect the expected neuronal-glial abnormalities of 

MTLE.  Thus, we aimed to investigate the influence of the pharmacoresponse, presence and side of 

HS on the metabolite levels, and to evaluate inflammatory peripheric process regarding 

pharmacoresponse.  

 

Materials and Methods: We acquired structural and 1H-MRS data from unilateral MTLE patients 

(on MRI visual analysis and EEG grounds) and controls. To confirm visual analysis, we performed 

hippocampal automatic volumetry using the Freesurfer. Metabolic data was quantified using the 

LCModel software (92 unilateral MTLE patients and 50 healthy controls). We evaluated peripheral 

inflammatory mediators using multiplex assay (70 unilateral MTLE patients and 50 controls): tumor 

necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α), interleukin 1β (IL1β) and IL6. All the metabolites were expressed in 

ratios of creatine (Cr). Statistical analyses comprised two-way ANCOVA, covarying for age, and 

Kruskall-Wallis with follow-up planned comparisons using Mann-Whitney U tests. We applied 

Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. An alpha level of p < 0.05 was set as significant. All 

the statistical analyses were performed using SPSS. 

 

Results: We included 92 patients and 50 controls. The analyses showed that pharmacoresponse and 

HS independently affect the NAA/Cr and mIns/Cr values. NAA/Cr was reduced bilaterally in AED-

R and left-HS patients and only ipsilaterally in right-HS. mIns/Cr was increased ipsilaterally to the 

lesion in AED-R and left-HS patients. Glx/Cr was reduced in AED-R patients with HS. We found no 

differences between AED-R patients, seizure-free patients and controls regarding the cytokine levels.  

 

Discussion: The widespread neuronal-gial alterations in AED-R and left-HS reflects the differential 

impairment associated to HS side, as demonstrated in metabolic[2], neuropsychological[3] and 

functional connectivity studies[4]. Glx/Cr reduction reflects functional damage related to 

pharmacoresponse and presence of HS. This is confirmed by Glx increase in more preserved areas, 

where alterations of Glu excitability and Glu turnover are less expected[5]. Although these are non-

invasive markers of inflammatory processes, peripheral inflammation was not related to 

pharmacoresponse. Thus, other factors might be involved, such as psychiatric comorbidities[6]. Our 

results are promising since it points different MTLE profiles which might benefit from better clinical 

and surgical treatment.    

 

Conclusion: There was an independent effect of pharmacoresponse and HS on metabolic 

abnormalities. Pharmacoresistance and left-sided HS were the most impaired MTLE profiles.  
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